RETURN TO CAMPUS

UPDATE FOR COLLEGE COUNCIL

FEBRUARY 8, 2021
RE-OPENING AFTER THE REGIONAL SIP

• REGIONAL SIP IN LATE DECEMBER CAUSED:
  • Shut down of in-person services: Limited Student Services and Study Centers
  • Reduction of employees on campus (good thing it was the end of the semester)
  • Reduction of essential staff on campus
MEANWHILE …. CALOSHA AND OTHER REGULATIONS

• 2021 came with at least 3 different sets of workplace rules: SB 1159; AB 685; Cal OSHA 3205.1 and .2

• Created a entirely new plan and needed to retrain

• Caused a one week delay in on-the-ground labs for Allied Health for prep:
  • Ensured that ventilation was adequate OR placement of Medical Grade (Hyper Hepa)
  • Hired New Symptom Screeners and Trained under new rules
  • New signage
  • Hand sanitizer stations
  • Safety monitors walking around to ensure protocols are followed
  • Required students and employees to have negative test to return

• Trained all classified and managers on new COVID -19 Prevention Program

• Successfully reopened Newark on February 1
PREPARING FREMONT

- Plans underway to re-open main SSS on February 16th. Hours – Monday – Thursday 8:00 – 3:30 PM
- Instructional Deans rotating to be present at the Fremont campus
- Over 18 FTF interested in coming on campus to work – fill out form
- Re-opening Student Study Center for 7 days per week – aiming for Feb 23 or March 1st:
  - 9:00 AM – 7:00 PM – Monday – Friday
  - 10:00 AM – 4:00 PM – Saturday and Sunday
  - Managed and overseen by COVID Project Supervisor
A WORD ABOUT SAFETY/REOPENING PRINCIPLES

- Risk Assessment
- Protocols provided by county, state and federal must be in place
- Health Screening prior to entry
- Gradual return
- Training
- Lower risks as much as possible
ACCEPTING PROPOSALS FOR NON-INSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

- Received approximately 15 proposals – most approved by RTC chairs
- Discussing proposal for Athletes conditioning outdoors
- Some rentals continuing
- Athletes Conditioning
RETURN TO CAMPUS TEAMS/COMMITTEES

• **New structure:**
  
  • EXECUTIVE TEAM – review and approve next steps/meeting each week
  
  • RTC Chairs – Assess proposals, Discuss current issues, policies, protocols, attend training webinars; meet weekly
  
  • WORK/LOGISTICS TEAM – new team – meet with departments – plan for physical return; meet on zoom and on campus
  
  • LARGE GROUP – Meet Monthly – provide update
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT RETURNING

• Must make assumptions in order to plan/prep
• Meeting with departments to discuss preparation for return
• Planning ahead enables:
  • Procurement of equipment and other supplies
  • Retrofitting offices
  • Signage
  • Marking pathways
  • Training programs for returning staff
HOW TO GET ACCESS TO CAMPUS AS OF FEBRUARY 16

• Campus Entry for Employees - Formstack